real estate

horse country
AN INTRODUCTION TO EQUINE REAL ESTATE

Above: Berkshire Stud, a magnificent horse farm at 441 Carpenter Hill Road in Pine Plains, has been on the market for a
number of years. Photo courtesy of Houlihan Lawrence.

By Christine Bates
christine@mainstreetmag.com
For Main Street’s equine issue this month’s real estate
story focuses on the specialized market of horse farms
and horse properties in Dutchess County, NY.

What do people look for in a horse
property?

Buyers specifically interested in horse properties –
commercial or residential – look for well drained,
high quality soil, sufficient acreage, proximity
Horse breeding, training, and boarding is becoming an increasingly important part of our local and to water, rolling hills without steep slopes, and
state economy. The New York State horse industry proximity to equine events whether it’s polo, the
hunt, racing, or dressage. The horse infrastructure
is estimated to add over $4 billion dollars to the
should be well maintained with paddocks, fences,
state’s economy and to create over 33,000 jobs,
according to a recent study by the New York Horse barns, indoor rings, trails, and housing for barn
employees.
Racing and Agriculture Industry Alliance. The
study estimates that there are about 157,500 horses
in the state, with Saratoga County having the big- Horses are not at the top of buyer’s lists
gest population and sales volume. Dutchess County “It’s not the first question weekend buyers ask,”
says John Friend, a Houlihan Lawrence broker
is a close second. While Dutchess County does
in Millbrook and former horse trainer himself.
not have any racetracks, it does have horse shows,
“Horses are more trouble than dogs and caretakpolo, competitions, and the Millbrook Hunt. It’s
ers know more about mowing lawns than taking
also close to the weekend riders of New York and
care of horses. Buyers are looking first for the right
second home owners.
house, acreage, location, and privacy. A horse
component might be nice, but it’s not at the top of
A horse property is not necessarily a
most people’s list. A lot of the horse infrastructure
horse farm
goes unused.”
A horse farm is typically run as a business and is
“There is lots of demand for summer rentals
distinct from, what Juliet Taylor of Elyse Harney
near Mashomack for the polo season,” according to
Real Estate calls, “a horse property,” and residents
Arleen Shepley of Elyse Harney Real Estate in Milof horsey Millbrook describe as “equine estates.”
lerton, “but there is not so much interest in actually
Horses are bred, trained, and boarded at a horse
keeping horses. It used to be more active. Now
farm, although there also may be a very elegant
people would rather board than maintain a barn
residence. It’s a business, which merits a separate
and paddocks and hire a full-time staff.”
agricultural classification (see the Introduction to
Demand for all kinds of equestrian properties
Real Estate Classifications box to the right) distinct
from vacant productive agricultural land, livestock, plummeted during the 2008-2010 downturn.
According to horse farm owner and equestrian real
dairy, etc.
Horse farms sold in the last 10 years in Dutchess estate broker with Houlihan Lawrence, Katherine
Jennings, “Residential sales declined, but equine
county range in size from under 10 acres to over
200 acres (see sales chart). In contrast, horse “prop- properties collapsed” during the great recession.
Drew Hingson of Klemm Real Estate concurred.
erties” are more likely to be rural residences with
substantial acreage and the infrastructure required “Interest in professional horse farms and equestrian
estates is extremely cyclical.”
for horses – stables, paddocks, rings, sheds, and
trails. They may also offer other estate amenities
Continued on next page …
like tennis courts, swimming pools, guest houses,
and a stately mansion.

AN INTRODUCTION TO NYS REAL ESTATE
CLASSIFICATIONS
New York State classifies properties based on
their use and size. Every parcel is assigned a
three-digit code that signifies its specific use.
Any owner can request their local assessor
to change the property classification when
a change in use occurs; for example, when a
house is built on a vacant lot it would become
residential.
Codes beginning with the number 1 are all
agricultural properties, used for the production of crops or livestock. The detailed
classifications extend from 105 productive
agricultural vacant land to 190 fish, game and
wildlife preserves. Horse farms are coded as
#117.
Most residences are classified under codes
beginning in the number 2 from 210, one family year-round residences to #283, a residence
with an incidental commercial use like an
office in the basement. An estate is category
#250, which is over 10 acres with a “luxurious” house and auxiliary buildings.
Vacant land falls in the 300 classification and
includes residential lots, forests, and vacant
commercial property.
All 400 codes are commercial from apartments to night clubs and car washes. There’s
even a separate code for junkyards.
For complete details on property classification go to:
http://www.tax.ny.gov/pdf/publications/
orpts/manuals/vol6/rfv_propclasscodes.pdf
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Buyers right now are more interested in land
suitable for organic farming, grazing shaggy beef
cattle, or even raising hops, and interest in actual
horse farms is limited. While six horse farms were
sold in 2013 – double the number of any prior
year – these were smaller properties at lower prices.
Jennings points out that with the right trainer and
farm manager, a horse operation could operate at
break-even and potentially become very profitable
with more than 25 horses. “Or at least you can
defray the cost of keeping your own horses,” said
Claire Glover, who owns a 700 acre farm in Millbrook which boards horses and grows hay and corn.
Her own barn charges $1,650 per month for basic
boarding; a deal compared to over $3,000 a month
south of us in Westchester.

Top: Keane Stud, a Thoroughbred stallion operation, is on the market for $9.8 million. Photo courtesy of Drew Hingson of Klemm Real Estate.
Center: 409 Overlook Road sold for over $18
million in 2011.
Above: Equestrian facilities at Hidden Brook Farm
in Millbrook include an indoor riding ring. Photo
courtesy of Houlihan Lawrence.

the new owner built a house and then changed its
property category to a rural residence on 10 acres
or more (see overview of real estate classifications.)
What’s on the market now?

Several horse farm properties with commercial
breeding operations are on the market now. Summit Fields at the top of Yellow Mountain in Amenia
is listed by Drew Hingson of Klemm Reality for
$9.8 million. The property includes the Keane Stud
facility of 265 acres that was purchased for $3.6
million in 2006, and an additional 214 acres of
cropland and wooded trails. This is a breeding operation with 116 stalls, 39,000 square feet of barns,
and three houses for staff. In Pine Plains, Berkshire
Stud with almost 500 acres of land and commercial
horse facilities has been on the market for several
years at over $15 million. A more typical horse
You can pay any price per acre for a
horse farm
property, not a commercial breeding or boarding
The most expensive horse farm sold in the last ten operation, is Hidden Brook Farm in Millbrook
years in Dutchess County is 409 Overlook Road in with 142 acres, and superb horse components inMillbrook (left), which was purchased in 2011 for cluding an indoor riding ring and two staff houses
$18,375,000. The property, with 50 mile views and – all available for $3.75 million.
a turn of the century stone mansion includes 276
acres, three houses, and five horse barns totaling
The take away
over 27,000 square feet. Its original listing price was Real estate buyers are attracted to the inherent
$26,000,000. When the sale of this extraordinary
bucolic beauty of horse properties, but while they
property is not included, the average price per acre may ride, current buyers typically aren’t seeking the
in 2011 drops to around $30,000 (see sales chart). responsibility and expense of maintaining horses on
At the opposite end of the spectrum is a
their own property. Like any specific use commersmall 10-acre horse farm purchased in 2004 for
cial property, actual horse farms take time to find
$220,000. The parcel’s use was converted when
the right interested buyer. •

2004 TO 2013, TEN YEARS OF SALES OF HORSE FARMS IN DUTCHESS COUNTY*
YEAR SOLD
SALES #
		
2004
3
2005
3
2006
3
2007
3
2008
1
2009
3
2010
––
2011
3
2012
1
2013
6

TOTAL
$ TOTAL SALES
ACRES SOLD		
279
$4,545,400
58
$1,938,000
317
$8,875,000
165
$9,450,000
15
$600,000
141
$2,390,500
––
––
357
$20,775,000*
45
$2,162,500
509
$5,470,200

$ AVERAGE
PER ACRE
$16,285
$33,570
$27,984
$57,273
$37,383
$16,911
––
$58,213
$48,216
$10,740

*These figures are compiled from New York State sales data of horse farms with a 117 horse farm
property classification sold in Dutchess County. 2011 figures include $18,375,000 purchase of
285 acre facility at 409 Overlook Road in the Town of Washington (Millbrook).
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